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REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES 
GOVERNMENTSER~CEINSURANCESYSTEM 

FINANCIAL CENTER, ROXAS BOULEVARD, PASAY CITY 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

In the Matter of Nullification of 
Imposition of the Simple Interest 
Rate of 2% Per Month on the Gross 
Amount of Benefits Paid Under a 
Previous Retirement and Interest 
and Penalties on Housing Loan 
Account. 

PACITA H. CONTI, 
Petitioner. 

GSIS Case No. 022-07 

){-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------){ 

DECISION 

This is a Petition filed on November 20, 2007 for nullification of 

the following: 

1. Imposition or assessment of simple interest rate of 

two percent (2%) per month on the gross amount of 

benefits paid by GSIS to the petitioner under a 

previous retirement; and 

2. Imposition of interests and penalties on petitioner's 

housing loan account. 

FACTS OF THE CASE 

The petitioner retired from the service for the first time on 

November 16, 1991 as State Auditor V of the Commission on Audit 

after rendering thirty-two (32) years of service. She received 

retirement benefits under R.A. No. 1616 consisting of PhP493,350.00 

gratuity benefit from the Commission on Audit as her last employer 
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and PhP355,003.95 refund of premium contributions, with interest 

from GSIS or a total amount of PhP848,353.95. She was re-employed 

as State Auditor Von September 21, 1992 and retired for the second 

time under R.A. No. 8291 on October 14, 2003 upon reaching the age 

of 65 years old. 

The petitioner's claim for retirement benefit under R.A. No. 

8291 was initially approved in the form of a one-time cash payment 

benefit (without old-age pension) because she failed to meet the 

minimum service requirement of fifteen (15) years to qualify for old

age pension. Only her service after re-employment was considered 

consisting of 10.03458 years. 

In the meantime, petitioner applied for restructuring of her 

existing housing loan from the GSIS. The loan balance stated in the 

restructuring agreement was PhP672,371.81 payable within 15 years 

starting April 2004 at the rate of PhP7,811.44 per month. In its letter 

dated January 15, 2007, the GSIS informed the petitioner that the 

outstanding balance of her housing loan account had reached 

PhP981,152.51 because of her failure to pay the monthly 

amortizations under the restructuring agreement. 

While in the process of questioning the decision to grant her 

only the one-time cash payment (without old-age pension), this Board 

approved Policy and Procedural Guidelines No. 183-06 on January 3, 

2006 entitled "Guidelines in the Processing of Retirement Claims of 

Re-employed Government Officials/Employees Who had Previously 

Received Retirement Benefits." Under this PPG, a GSIS member who 

previously retired and re-entered government service may be allowed 

to retire again with full service credit under R.A. No. 8291, subject to 

the following conditions: 

1. The member previously retired and re-entered 

government service before June 24, 1997 

(paragraph III of PPG No. 183-06); 

2. He refunds to the GSIS whatever benefits he had 

previously received, with inter est at the rate of two 
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percent (2%) per month for benefits received from 

GSIS and without interest for gratuity benefit 

received from the last employer of retiree under 

R.A. No. 1616 [Paragraph IV, sub-paragraphs 1 (1.2) 

and 2 (2.2)]; and 

3. He makes the refund within thirty (30) days from 

publication of the PPG on january 28, 2006 

[Paragraph IV, sub-paragraph 2 (2.1)] . 

This PPG was applicable to petitioner because she previously 

retired from the service and re-entered government service on 

September 21, 1992 before the effectivity of R.A. No. 8291 on June 

24, 1997. Hence, she was advised to comply with the provisions 

thereof. On February 28, 2006, petitioner refunded to the GSIS, 

under protest, the total amount of PhP1,296, 725.03 consisting of 

gratuity benefit without interest and premium contributions refunded 

by GSIS to petitioner, with interest. Thereafter, the period of service 

covered by her first retirement was included in the computation of her 

retirement benefits under R.A. No. 8291. Her claim was approved in 

the form of cash payment equivalent to eighteen (18) months of her 

basic monthly pension (BMP) PLUS monthly pension for life from the 

date of her retirement on October 14, 2003 up to April 30, 2006 

computed as follows: 

Cash Payment from October 14, 2003 to April 13, 2005 at 

PhP23,266.70 BMP . .. .... . . . ..... .. = PhP418,080.60 

Monthly Pension from October 14, 2003 to April 30, 2006 

at PhP25,627.45 BMP ........ .. ... = PhP 787,297.58 

TOTAL= PhP1,205,378.18 

The said amount of PhP1,205,378.18 was smaller than the amount of 

PhP1 ,296, 725.03 she refunded to GSIS. 

The petitioner interposed the following grounds in her Petition: 
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1. The imposition of 2% interest per month on the 

benefits paid by GSIS under her previous 

retirement, which she refunded to GSIS, is contrary 

to law or has no legal basis; and 

2. The imposition of interest and penalties on 

petitioner's housing loan account during the 

pendency of her claim for retirement benefit is 

contrary to morals, good customs, public order and 

public policy. 

ISSUES 

1. Whether the provision of PPG No. 183-06 imposing 2% 

interest per month on the benefits paid by GSIS under a 

previous retirement has legal basis. 

2. Whether the imposition of interest and penalties on the 

housing loan account of petitioner during the pendency of 

her claim for retirement benefit has legal basis. 

DISCUSSION 

On the first issue, petitioner argued that R.A. No. 8291 and its 

Implementing Rules and Regulations do not provide for the imposition 

of interest on the benefits to be refunded to GSIS under a previous 

retirement. She further argued that the legal opinion of the Secretary 

of justice issued on December 17, 2004, which was the basis for the 

issuance of PPG No. 183-06, does not provide for the imposition of 

interest on the amount of benefit paid by GSIS under a previous 

retirement viz: 

(T)he inclusion or exclusion of previous services of an employee 
in the computation of services for purposes of retirement under 
RA 8291 is dependent on whether said employee refunded his 
retirement benefits previously received anytime upon 
reinstatement to the service. Thus, if there was a refund of all 
retirement benefits he received, all his services will be credited 
in the computation since technically said employee has not 
received any retirement or separation benefits. If there was no 
refund, it goes without saying that his previous services will no 
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longer be included in the computation of service for purposes of 
retirement under RA 8291. 

The petitioner also invoked Decision No. 2004-009 of the 

Commission on Audit (COA) dated March 10, 2004 which provides: 

The issue to be resolved herein is whether or not legal interest 
may validly be imposed on the benefits received under the 
previous retirement. 

This Commission resolves the issue in the negative. The GSIS 
law and its amendatory acts do not provide for the collection of 
legal interest on the benefits received under a previous 
retirement when the period covering such retirement is 
considered in a subsequent retirement. x x x 

To impose the legal interest is to dictate what is obviously and 
otherwise not so provided in the laws. Rules and Regulations 
issued by the administrative and executive officers have the 
force and effect of law only to the extent that they conform to 
the standards the basic law provides. 

Petitioner's argument cannot be sustained. The proVIsiOn of 

PPG No. 183-06 imposing 2% interest per month on the benefits paid 

by GSIS under a previous retirement has legal bases. The legal bases 

are Sub-sections (a) and (b), Section 43 of R.A. No. 8291 which 

provide: 

Sec. 43. Powers and Functions of the Board of Trustees.
The Board of Trustees shall have the following powers and 
functions: 

(a) to formulate the policies, guidelines and 
programs to effectively carry out the purposes of 
this Act; 

(b) to promulgate such rules and regulations as may 
be necessary or proper for the effective exercise 
of the powers and functions as well as the 
discharge of the duties and responsibilities of the 
GSIS, its officers and employees; 

The aforequoted provisions authorize the GSIS Board of 

Trustees to issue rules and regulations necessary to effectively carry 

out the purposes of R.A. No. 8291. One of these rules and regulations 

issued was PPG No. 183-06, which governs the processing of claims of 

re-employed government officials and employees. Necessarily, the 

rules and regulations may also impose interests which may be 
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adjusted from time to time in order to maintain the actuarial solvency 

of the GSIS. 

The ruling in COA Decision No. 2004-009 dated March 10, 2004 

applies only to gratuity benefits paid by the last employer of a retiree 

under R.A. No. 1616 and not to the premium contributions refunded 

under R.A. No. 1616. In that decision, Mrs. Eligria F. Romero retired 

for the first time in 1983 and was paid gratuity benefit by her last 

employer. She was subsequently re-employed by her last employer 

and she retired again under R.A. No. 1616 in 2000 upon reaching the 

age of 65 years. She was again paid gratuity benefit under R.A. No. 

1616 covering the period of her first retirement and the period of her 

re-employment. The amount of gratuity benefit she received from her 

first retirement was deducted from the amount of gratuity benefit she 

received from her second retirement under R.A. No. 1616. The 

amount of gratuity benefit deducted from her second retirement was 

imposed legal interest which the COA ruled to be without legal basis. 

In this Petition, the gratuity benefit previously received by 

petitioner from her employer in the amount of PhP493,350.00 was not 

imposed 2% interest per month. Only the premium contributions 

(personal and government shares) refunded to the GSIS were imposed 

2% interest per month. This is pursuant to PPG No. 183-06 which 

provides: 

The affected members shall have thirty (30) days, 
counted from the date of publication of this policy, 
within which to refund to the System the applicable 
retirement benefits received by him from his 
previous retirement/separation, as follows: 

• retirement gratuity paid by 
previous employer pursuant to 
Section 12 (g) of C.A. No. 186, as 
amended (R.A. No. 1616) 

• refund of retirement premiums 
personal and/or government 
shares paid by GSIS. 

With respect to the retirement/separation benefits 
actually paid by the GSIS to the retiree in his 
previous retirement/resignation, the gross amount 
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thereof shall be assessed a corresponding simple 
interest at the rate of two percent (2%) per month, 
computed from the date said benefits were paid to 
him up to the actual date of his refund to the GSIS of 
the said benefits. 

The amount of gratuity benefit under RA 1616 
paid by the agency shall not be imposed any 
interest. 

On the second issue, the petitioner argued that the imposition of 

interest and penalties on her housing loan account, during the 

pendency of her claim for retirement benefit, has no legal basis for 

the following reasons: 

1. She was unable to pay the required monthly 

amortizations under the restructuring agreement 

because of the delay in the processing of her claim 

for retirement benefit, which was the only source to 

pay off her housing loan; and 

2. The delay of more than two (2) years of the 

processing of her claim for retirement benefit was 

due to the fault of the GSIS which made an 

erroneous interpretation of R.A. No. 8291 and its 

Implementing Rules and Regulations. 

Petitioner's assertions are belied by the records of her housing 

loan payments. The history of petitioner's housing loan shows that: 

a. After the property was awarded to her on October 

31, 2001 when she was still in the service, she did 

not pay even a single amortization. This was the 

reason why she applied for restructuring after she 

retired for the second time on October 4, 2003. 

b. After the restructuring agreement between her and 

the GSIS was approved on March 31, 2004, she did 

not pay again a single amortization. 
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c. The petitioner also had a previous housing loan. 

She paid some amortizations but in the end, the 

property was fully paid by and transferred to 

Melinda E. Fetalco. 

The foregoing clearly indicate that even while she was in the 

service and receiving compensation, petitioner had always been 

remiss in the performance of her obligation to the GSIS with regard to 

her previous and present loans. This negates her argument that she 

failed to pay the monthly amortizations because of the delay in the 

processing of her claim for retirement benefit. 

It is also not true that the GSIS made an erroneous 

interpretation of R.A. No. 8291 ar.d its IRR when it initially approved 

her claim for retirement benefit in 2003 in the form of a one-time cash 

payment only (without old-age pension) because there was no PPG 

No. 183-06 yet to speak of inasmuch as the same was approved by this 

Board on January 3, 2006 only. 

The legal basis for the imposition of interest and penalties on 

the housing loan account of the petitioner is the Restructuring 

Agreement between the GSIS arid the petitioner, which is the law 

between the parties with regard to the restructured housing loan 

account, viz: 

III. INTEREST - The restructured amount shall be 

subject to interest rate of twelve percent (12%) 

compounded annually. 

IV. PENALTIES - Any unpaid amortization shall be 

charged a penalty of .50% per month until fully paid 

and/or updated and shall be computed using the 

table and equation below. 

Principal Loan Interest Penalty Rate 

PhP 180,000 and below 8% 0.50%+0.08% 1/ 
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Above 300,000 

10% 

12% 
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0.50%+0.33% 2/ 

0.50%+0.33% 2/ 

1/ 0.50% x total arrearages + 0.08% x principal balance 

2/ 0.50% x total arrearages + 0.33% x principal balance 

There is no provision in the Restructuring Agreement saying 

that during the pendency of petitioner's claim for retirement benefits, 

she would be excused from paying the monthly amortizations and the 

required interest and penalties. This being the case, there is legal 

basis to impose interest and penalties on her housing loan account. 

WHEREFORE, premises considered, the Petition is hereby 

DENIED for lack of merit. 

SO ORDERED. 

Pasay City, Philippines, 1 5 DEC 2 0 i 1 

EL L. LACSON, Jr. 
Chairman 

KARINA CONSTANTINO-DAVID 
Trustee Trustee 
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GERALDINE MARIE BERBERABE-MARTINEZ 
Trustee 

FRANCISCO T. DUQUE III* 
Trustee 

*Did not participate and vote in the deliberation 

Copy furnished: 

Ms. Pacita H. Conti 
No. 46 Lourdes Street Victory Heights 
N ovaliches, Quezon City 

Atty. Francis U. Villanueva 
Unit 302 Greenhills Mansion 
Annapolis Street Greenhills 
San juan, Metro Manila 

Atty. Minerva G.A. Morada 
GSIS Law Office 
Financial Center, Roxas Blvd. 
Pasay City 

GSJS Board Case No. 022-07 
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CERTIFICATION 

t WILFREDO P. ONG, Legal Officer IV of the GSIS Law Office, 

having been assigned as Hearing Officer to draft the decision in GSIS 

Case No. 022-07 entitled "In the Matter of Nullification of 

Imposition of the Following: Simple Interest Rate of 2% Per 

Month on the Gross Amount of Benefit Paid Under a Previous 

Retirement and Interest and Penalties on Housing Loan 

Account, Pacita H. Conti, petitioner." hereby certify that the 

statement of facts herein stated and being presented before this 

Board is accurate and true, based on the records of the case, the 

pleadings and other documents submitted by the parties. 

This certification is issued this in 

compliance with Board Resolution No. 198-A adopted on September 

15, 2004. 

FREDO P. ONG 
Hearing Officer 
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PASEGURUHAN NG MGA NAGLILINGKOD SA PAMAHALAAN 
(GOVERNMENT SERVICE INSURANCE SYSTEM) 
Financial Center, Pasay City, Metro Manila 1308 

OFFICE OF THE CORPORATE SECRETARY 

EXACT COPY OF RES. NO. 254 ADOPTED BY THE GSIS BOARD OF 
TRUSTEES IN ITS MEETING NO. 23 HELD ON DECEMBER 15,2011 

Decision in GSIS Case No. 022-07, In the Matter of Nullification 
of Imposition of the Simple Interest Rate of 2% Per Month on 

the Gross Amount of Benefits Paid Under a Previous Retirement 
and Interest and Penalties on Housing Loan Account 

RESOLUTION NO. 254 

RESOLVED, to APPROVE and CONFIRM 
the Decision in GSIS Case No. 022-07, Pacita H. 
Conti, Petitioner, entitled "In the Matter of 
Nullification of Imposition of the Simple Interest 
Rate of 2% Per Month on the Gross Amount of 
Benefits Paid Under a Previous Retirement and 
Interest and Penalties on Housing Loan Account", 
the dispositive portion of which states: 

"WHEREFORE, premises considered, the 
Petition is hereby DENIED for lack of 
merit." 

A copy of the Decision in GSIS Case No. 
022-07 is attached and made an integral part of 
this Resolution. 

~o.pD: 

RO ERT GXoARA 
Vi e-Chai~~.t<L 
GSIS Board of Trustees 

CERTIFIED CORRECT: 

~.Jtl~ 
VICTOR B. BADURIA l'tj%-d/'JP'' 
Officer III 
Officer-in-Charge 
Office of the Corporate Secretary 
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